eDATA 2.0: Effortless Insight
eDATA® 2.0 allows you to easily complete your PT requirements in less time. It brings your most critical information to the forefront, and is designed around your PT workflow.

To learn more visit [www.eraqc.com/edata2](http://www.eraqc.com/edata2)

---

**Your PT Dashboard**

**Understand your PT program status in real time**
- Open studies in chronological order
- PT status bar illustrating steps completed and time remaining to closing date
- Data entry summary reports

**Quickly access your most critical PT information and reports**
- Performance reports
- Exception reports
- Final results

**Review and set reminders for your upcoming study dates**
- Overview of upcoming enrolled studies
- Automatically add important reminders to your calendar

**Save time and money with streamlined data entry.**
Tired of spending your time manually entering PT data and verifying your transcription? Upload your PT results directly from your LIMS.

Customers upload over 10,000 PT data sets to ERA’s eDATA System every year using automatic data upload. ERA provides simple, step-by-step instructions to implement automatic data upload and our customer service team provides technical support to ensure seamless implementation, so you can spend less time entering your PTs and more time assuring the quality of your laboratory’s analyses.

Automatic data upload from your LIMS to ERA’s eDATA System:
- Eliminates the possibility of transcription errors
- Increases productivity
- Allows you to spend more time reviewing the quality of your analytical data
All your performance information at your fingertips.

Understand your performance quickly, and easily identify areas for improvement with detailed performance and exception reports.

Gain full access to your historical laboratory and network data with the custom data export feature.

Performance reports
- Sort and summarize your study performance by analyte or analyst

Exception reports
- Quickly understand unacceptable PT results by study and standard so you can take corrective action

Custom data export
- Create your own template and filter your data export by matrix, study, year, evaluation, standard and analyte
Gain greater insight from your PT results to improve your performance.

Empowering tools to help Quality Managers monitor and improve their laboratory’s performance.

Performance trending charts and reports
- Identify concerning analyte trends using z-score
- Compare your laboratory’s performance to all participants
- Identify top performers and best practices

PT status review
- Identify analytes of concern for accreditation purposes

Demonstration of capability
- Performance reports include information specified in the 2009 TNI standard for demonstration of capability including analyst name, matrix, analyte, method, SOP, date of analysis; and can be downloaded or printed for training records

Note: PT status review is only available for customers in the United States.